
Automatic Pool Covers



Introduction

As a the leading manufacturer of fully automatic pool covers and thanks to our innovative 

approach, we have a solution to suit every pool, whether indoor or outside.  Our covers 

are available in a wide range of colours and finishes and are made using cutting edge 

materials which work hard to provide safety, longevity, retain heat, reduce condensation 

and algae - all whilst providing a spectacular finish to your pool.  This brochure will 

introduce you to our range of systems, colours and finishes and help you to make the right 

choice for your pool.

www.oceauk.com

@oceapoolcovers

@oceapoolproducts



Why choose Ocea?

Manufactured in the UK, market leaders  

with 20 years’ experience

Wide range of systems and colours

We offer anti algae slat options

Covers operate with the touch of a button

Solar heating options for outdoor pools

Insulated for heat retention

Our systems are made to measure  

and tailored shaping is available

Guaranteed for 2 years or 5 years  

(depending on material chosen)

Did you know? 
Ocea manufacture  

your automatic pool cover 
system by hand.



In Pool Systems

Benefits:

  Discreet and can be blended into your 
Pool finish to create a seamless look

 Suitable for all types of pool

 Made to measure

In Pool Bench

Pool Bottom Fixed Hatch

Back Wall Niche Letterbox

Beach



Edge Aluminium BenchEdge Wood Bench

Edge Simple

Benefits:

 Suitable for all types of pool

  Minimal interference for existing pools as 
no shell adaptation required

 Made to measure

Above Ground Systems



Slat Colours and Properties…
We offer two material options for our pool covers – PC Eclipse Profile and PVC. 

Still can’t decide?
Ocea can send you a sample. Just contact your nearest dealer or get in touch with Ocea directly via our website.

PC Eclipse Profile:

The new Eclipse Profile takes solar covers to another 

level. Specially engineered to include a hidden 

chamber, which means that dirt or algae between 

the slats is reduced to a minimum.

The slat connection is designed to ensure there are 

no breaks in the solar coverage, which improves the 

heating capability of the covers. The joints between each slat are strong but also flexible, 

and are designed for easy fitting and quick replacement or maintenance of individual 

sections. The addition of a protective UV layer means the cover is fade free and extends 

the lifetime of the product. Polycarbonate is our elite option and comes in a wide range 

of contemporary colours and a 5-year guarantee. 

 Solar properties for heat retention

 5-year guarantee

 Anti-Algae profile

 Shock resistance and rigidity

 Resistant to hail stones up to 20mm

 Not affected by high temperatures

PVC: 

PVC has been used as a plastic slatted cover material 

for almost 30 years.  

Ocea believes that to make a perfect product we need 

to use only the perfect ingredients, no compromises. 

As a result, we have sourced the highest quality PVC 

plastic granules for use in the extrusion of our slats. 

This allows us to produce the finest PVC slats on the 

market. This not only gives you great performance but 

also the best value, and our PVC covers come with a 

2-year guarantee. 

 Rigidity

 Safety

 Heat retention

 2-year guarantee
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Midnight Blue (metallic finish)
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Our unmatched colour range.
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All colours are an indication only and are not are not indicative of our 
finished product.  Material colour samples are available on request.



Ocea covers are available through our professional trade network.  

Please visit our website to find your nearest recommended reseller.

www.oceauk.com
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